
The 6 Best Minecraft Server Hosting Choices In 2022
 

Internet hosting your Minecraft at home utilizing your Pc or a server presents loads of issues.

Luckily, many hosting server firms can show you how to manage your server whereas

eradicating most of these hassles. And should you think subscribing to a internet hosting

service firm is expensive, some hosts on this list will change your mind.
 

This put up will list the perfect Minecraft server hosting choices that can assist you design

and run your server instantly. We also considered some of the most important factors, akin to

server efficiency, worth for money, ease of use, and the quantity of customization out there.
 

The best Minecraft Server Hosting Corporations
 

There’s no arguing that the perfect free Minecraft server hosting alternative is your Pc or

Virtual Private Servers that host multiple customers. However, these setups are solely

superb for a small group of lower than a dozen individuals.
 

In order for you your Minecraft server to host more gamers, you need to rent a devoted

server. Under are some of the highest-performing server hosting companies for Minecraft

and different online video games.
 

1. Apex Internet hosting
 

Hardware: 3.9 GHz Ryzen 7 3800X NVMe SSD with 15GB DDR4
 

Management Panel: Modified Multicraft Cpanel
 

Cheapest Plan: $9.Ninety nine per month for 2GB RAM
 

Most Costly Plan: $49.99 monthly for 10 GB RAM
 

No. of Areas: 18
 

Apex Hosting is one of the most revolutionary gamers within the Minecraft internet hosting

house. The corporate has 18 places across the globe, together with two in the Center East.

They also disclose the specs of the hardware they use for each of their sites. North America,

for instance, features the 3.9 GHz Ryzen 7 3800X NVMe SSD with 15 GB DDR4.
 

Furthermore, this Minecraft server hosting company has a 24/7 dwell buyer help chat tool.

Apex Hosting offers one-click on installation of one hundred fifty modpacks, including

SkyFactory, Pixelmon, and RLCraft. In case you are low on budget, you begin with their 512

MB Proxy server at simply $2.Ninety nine per thirty days.
 

Additionally they supply server administration, which uses customized multicraft back-end

panels. The management panel has tutorials and prepared-to-go info on the left-hand side of



the page that will help you with utilization issues.
 

Moreover, Apex Internet hosting gives mini-games and downloadable premade worlds.
 

- Full FTP and MySQL Database 

 

- They provide a money-back assure 

 

- Strong gigabit per second connections 

 

 

Cons
 

- Its plans max out at 7 GB RAM. 

 

- Some plans are costlier than their competitors. 

 

 

2. Nodecraft
 

Hardware: 3.8 GHz Intel Xeon E-2174G; Enterprise Grade SSD; 32 GB ECC RAM
 

Control Panel: Multicraft Cpanel
 

Cheapest Plan: $9.98 monthly for 2 GB RAM
 

Most Costly Plan: $39.98 for 8 GB RAM
 

In case you want a premium internet hosting service that’s value the extra cash, then

Nodecraft is the place to be. You can arrange as many server instances as you want and

switch your bot between them.
 

Additionally they utilize Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) safety and supply devoted Web

Protocol (IP) addresses. Therefore, you may simply switch from any server kind, reminiscent

of a skyblock, to a bucket.
 

Nonetheless, you can solely have one form of energetic server at any time. This feature is

useful if you wish to experiment in a take a look at server or play a number of modpacks with

your mates. To date, Nodecraft is the only Minecraft internet hosting company that may do

this.
 

Nodecraft additionally has a one-click on install feature, plus it helps about one hundred

twenty modpacks. You'll be able to make the most of their seven-day free trial to determine if

their service is an effective match. Beware of greeks bearing gifts provides limitless

participant slots across all plans.

https://szv7.com/


 

- It has quite a few layers of protection 

 

- Easy layout with a person-pleasant dashboard 

 

- Saves a backup of your knowledge every day 

 

 

Cons
 

- Subpar 24/7 customer assist 

 

 

3. Hostinger
 

Hardware: Intel Xeon processors with SSD hard drive (Full-model not disclosed)
 

Management Panel: Custom Multicraft panel
 

Cheapest Plan: $8.95 monthly for two GB RAM
 

Most Expensive Plan: $77.Ninety nine per month for 16 GB RAM
 

No. of Places: 7
 

Hostinger is the go-to put if you want to get more bang for your buck from your Minecraft

server hosting. This Lithuania-primarily based hosting company has been round since 2004.

They have since expanded to areas such as the US, UK, Singapore, and the Netherlands.
 

Certainly one of its best options is its custom virtual personal server (VPS) management

panel, which is easy to operate and navigate. You possibly can simply configure your

devoted IPv4 and IPv6 addresses and install new internet scripts.
 

Hostinger’s plans supply DDoS protection and have 99.99% Uptime on their Service Level

Agreement (SLA). Consequently, in addition they provide Free MySQL, entry to Web/ FTP

recordsdata, and automated off-site backups.
 

Hostinger gives you full root access to the Minecraft information in your server must you

need to customize recreation elements.
 

- It has a consumer-pleasant management panel with complete guides 

 

- No downtime and glorious pace 

 

- Uses twin-CPU hardware expertise 



 

 

Cons
 

- They don’t have phone help. 

 

- Some plans are a bit sophisticated and may confuse customers. 

 

 

4. Shockbyte
 

Hardware: 4.0 GHz Intel Xeon E5-1650v4
 

Control Panel: Multicraft management panel NVMe SSDs in RAID 1 with DDR4 ECC RAM
 

Cheapest Plan: $2.5 for 1 GB
 

Most Expensive Plan: $40 for 16GB
 

Shockbyte is the most effective internet hosting corporations that caters specifically to this

fashionable sandbox sport. They offer a variety of hosting plans with a 99.99% uptime assure

and sturdy DDoS protection. Every program also features a free subdomain and an

automatic system for fast setup of your Minecraft server.
 

Furthermore, Shockbytes connections are quick because they utilize a 1Gbps Network port.

Shockbyte has one in every of the most affordable entry prices for anybody who wants to

start their Minecraft server at just $2.5 for a 1 GB RAM with 20 participant slots.
 

The Australian-registered firm also has an easy setup characteristic. Whereas they have 24/7

buyer help that makes use of various social media channels and email support, they are

inclined to resolve points at a much slower tempo.
 

- Shockbyte presents MCPC and MCPE Cross-Compatibility 

 

- Nearly zero downtime 

 

- Some plans offer a backup feature 

 

 

Cons
 

- Internet hosting in Asia Pacific locations incur additional charges 

 

- Poor buyer assist response 

 



 

5. GGServers
 

Hardware: 4.2 GHz Intel 97-7700k NVMe SSD with DDRR4 2400 MHz RAM
 

Control Panel: Multicraft Panel
 

Cheapest Plan: $Three per month for 1GB
 

Most Costly Plan: $36 per month for 12 GB
 

No. of Locations: 9
 

GGServers is probably the most finances-friendly options for hosting servers throughout

completely different value points. The corporate can be effectively-recognized for its buyer

assist and quick response time.
 

While GGServers offers nice commonplace plans, its premium choice is best packaged and

has higher hardware. Moreover, the premium plan opens up to more locations apart from

North America and Europe.
 

Nevertheless, GGServers fall quick within the number of modpacks they support at just 92.

Their multicraft panel is decently designed with a clean format and newbie-pleasant interface.

Furthermore, their website has an intuitive checkout course of which makes it simpler to fill in

your particulars.
 

- Wonderful connection velocity without lag 

 

- It has a wide number of plans that supply one of the best value 

 

- Respectable 24/7 customer help 

 

 

Cons
 

- It helps fewer modpacks 

 

- SSD NVME memory is just obtainable in premium plans 

 

 

6. BisectHosting
 

Hardware: 3.4 GHz Intel Xeon NVMe SSD with DDR4 RAM
 

Management Panel: Modified Multi-Craft Panel



 

Cheapest Plan: $2 for 1 GB per month
 

Most Costly Plan: $159.Sixty eight for 32 GB Unlimited Slots per month
 

No. of Areas: 12
 

BisectHosting is ideal for Minecraft gamers on the lookout for a budget possibility. Whereas

the company additionally affords premium plans, their budget plans aren’t undervalued since

they use the identical hardware. The company utilizes totally different fashions of Intel Xeon

processors, relying in your Plan.
 

BisectHosting helps 227 modpacks plus a one-click on set up function. Furthermore, they

have effectively-designed back-ends that utilize the modified multicraft panel for quick and

simple admin navigation.
 

However, the finances plans have fewer server places corresponding to Amsterdam,

Canada, and France. So, if you reside within the southern hemisphere, you would possibly

need to upgrade to premium, which unlocks all 12 locations. Their server management is a

bit lackluster, however we’ve seen worse.
 

- Darkish mode enabled control panel 

 

- It has tutorials on the dashboard 

 

- Their servers have the most number of modpacks supported 

 

 

Cons
 

- Non-disclosure of the particular hardware they are utilizing 

 

- Stay chat support shouldn't be at all times available 

 

 

Crafting Since Alpha
 

More than 140 million energetic players have played Minecraft since its release in 2011. A

decade later and its recognition amongst avid gamers of all walks of life hasn’t dwindled. If

you want to create your world and let your mates or other players explore it, subscribing to

the most effective Minecraft server hosting is worth the funding.


